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Schoeni Art Gallery is presenting a new exhibition of oil paintings by Beijing artist, Chen Yu. 
This is Chen Yu's first one-man exhibition in Hong Kong, though the artist has been shown at 
numerous exhibitions in Beijing and has had his work auctioned at Christie's, Hong Kong. 

Chen Yu entered the prestigious Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing majoring in engraving 
and has received a Fine Arts Academy Excellent Student Award during his study. Graduated in 
1993, Chen Yu is now best known for the Lining Up series, which typically illustrates a row of 
human figures all with eyes closed except one whose eyes remain open, staring suggestively at 
the viewers. The artist has said that he does not need the viewers to grasp specific meanings from 
his paintings, but rather prefers that the viewers and his paintings become a physical phenomenon 
to each other, like the heat produced by two objects rubbing. For the artist himself, the opened 
eyes of the one figure convey a rare moment of awakening, when the artist realizes his purpose in 
a life that may seem sadly repetitive. 

This exhibition presents a unique opportunity to see Chen Yu' s Lining Up series together in one 
location. Viewers may better appreciate the subtle ideas behind Chen Yu's work after giving a 
close look of the whole series. 

Chen Yu will be present at the opening of his exhibition on 20 th September 2001 at Schoeni Art
Gallery I on 21-31 Old Bailey Street, Central. We invite our friends of the press to arrange an 
interview with the artist between the 18 th and 22nd of September and to collect a copy of the new 
accompanying exhibition catalogue. 

For further inquiries, please contact: 

Annie Cheung or Selina Liu 
Tel 2869-8802 
Fax 2522-1528 
Email gallery@schoeni.com.hk 

Exhibition venue: 
G/F, 21-31 Old Bailey Street, Central, Hong Kong 
10:30am- 6:30pm 
Monday - Saturday. Closed on public holidays. 








